
Lionheart Trains O GWR AutoTrain Pack with 6421 
and Trailer 37 DCC Sound  

An excellent combined package comprising a complete BR Western region  
branchline auto train from the 1940s & 50s. 

Featuring GWR 64xx pannier tank number 6421 paired with auto trailer coach 
number 37, both painted in the 1950s style with the shirtbutton roundel logo.  

This set is equiped with DCC controlled lighting and sound effects, with sounds for 
both the locomotive and coach. 
Lighting control features automated switch-off for the trailer cab light when the 
trailer is leading. 
The locomotive sound system features a 'coast' mode with just the vacuum pump 
sounds running and automatics drain cock sounds at starting and after the 
locomotive has been stationary for approx. 25 seconds. 
Coach sounds including the gong, background passenger chattering and station 
sounds. 

DCC sound effects: - (L) Locomotive and (C) Coach 

Function 0: Lights (C) 
Function 1: Sound fade in/out (L and C) 
Function 2: Coal shovelling, with firebox glow (L) 
Function 3: Injector (L) 
Function 4: Ejector (L) 
Function 5: Short whistle (L) 
Function 6: Long plus short whistle (L) 
Function 7: Start sequence: Coach leading (L and C) 
Function 8: Start sequence: Locomotive leading (L and C) 
Function 9: Gong (C) 
Function 10: Right away Mr. Mathews (L) 
Function 11: Station Halt stop (C)  
Function 12: Safety valve (L) 

In addition the running sounds feature: 

Load and speed dependant exhaust beats 
Automatic cylinder drain sounds at start-off(if loco has been stationary for 
approximately 25 seconds) 
Coasting (with vacuum pump sound) 
Automatic brake application on throttle reduction (when below preset speed 
threshold) 
Brake squeal on coming to rest (if the loco has been moving for a sufficient period 
of time) 

Automatic backgrounds chatter whilst stationary 

Using 128 speed steps automatic clickety-click starts at step 35 and increases 
proportionally at steps 45, 55, 65 and 75 

With coach leading, drivers cabin light goes out (if lights on) when train starts off 




